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Short evaluation
There are 4 remarks to make when analyzing this sample chart!
1. There could be signs of some work related stress issues. It should be investigated further. Also note the time, it is around normal
lunch time. It could be, that this person is having lunch with someone he/she is nervous about meeting, perhaps
per
performance
anxiety… Note,
ote, however, that the stomach pain could be from regular hunger. Generally,, temporary high heart beat is not a
problem (consult your doctor if you are in any doubt!!),
), hypertension (high blood pressure) is the one to look out for. Increased
heart rate, could also point to performance anxiety.
2. The stress response towards the shopping list is probably nothing - but rather include too much then too little in your
you list. Maybe
this person is hosting a big dinner in the upcoming weekend?... You should the information, to think about logical connections
first and foremost - don’tt get scared if it APPEARS tha
that you are super stressed, there might be other explanations.
explanations
3. There is a note outside the borders of the chart. This is a good thing, don
don’t feel constricted! And ask, why was this a good day?
Was it because family and friends came over for the big dinner Saturday?
4. Number four is tricky: Stress
ss can easily cause ttension
ension in the neck, but it can just as easily be the other way around. This person is
feeling stress because of neck pain, the neck pain might be from a bad posture during the week
week-days.
s. If so, it is an easy fix. If it
doesn’t help, more investigation
ion is needed.

Hint: Do you see the two marks made, just underneath the big number “1”?? These two marks was probably made to call attention to the
fact, that this event happened twice

This test is meant as a guide to help, I take n
no responsibility for any misuse
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